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Abstract
This article presents a standardized and repeatable process used to evaluate the performance of a speaker verification system.
Through the use of a common passphrase and a subset of extracted feature vectors that outperforms other combinations, the
study limits the exposure to potential experimental flaws, while measuring true biometric performance more effectively than
existing evaluation methodologies. After collecting a dataset of 33 participants, the researchers achieved a performance rate of
99.8% for the 22 users who contributed at least 20 text-dependent samples. The primary focus of the research, however, was to
illustrate a variety of testing techniques that can be used to efficiently analyze the performance of a speaker verification system
and advocate the use of a common passphrase in this process.
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Introduction

This paper will analyze current methodologies used to evaluate the performance of a speaker verification system. There
appears to be a significant lack of standardization in the processes used to compare these systems, and researchers are
often encouraged to implement large datasets to provide a
greater reliability in the experimental results.[1–5] Unfortunately, the use of multiple, text-dependent speech samples
can have a negative effect on the ability to analyze the phonetic information contained in a particular phrase. An evaluation process that uses a single, common passphrase can
be more effective at analyzing the performance of a speaker
verification system, while limiting exposure to potential experimental flaws and permitting the measurement of true
biometric performance.
This paper includes the design, implementation, and testing of a universal evaluation methodology for speaker veri-

fication systems. Through the use of a common passphrase
and a subset of extracted feature vectors that outperforms
other combinations, this study will demonstrate a standardized and repeatable process to evaluate a speaker verification system. After collecting a dataset of 33 participants,
the verification system used for experimentation achieved
an overall performance rate of 99.8% for the 22 users who
contributed at least 20 text-dependent samples. The primary
focus of the research, however, was to illustrate a variety of
testing techniques that can be used to efficiently analyze the
performance of a speaker verification system, in addition to
advocating the use of a common passphrase during the evaluation process.
A main concern of the researchers performing these experiments was the limited dataset used for the experimental research. Other relevant academic research like that
described and inspired by CMU’s Roy Maxion and col-
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leagues in keystroke and mouse movement studies, including the 2013 study by Monaco, et al. published in
the IEEE 6th International Conference on Biometrics proceedings, also used a limited number of text samples.
In the research by Monaco, et al., 300 samples (consisting of 10 samples collected from each of 30 authors)
were retrieved for experimental use from Project Gutenberg (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Gutenberg) and
were taken from books published between 1880 and 1930.
The samples were not restricted geographically, and authors
were included from Great Britain, Ireland, and the United
States. Although the user populations available for experimentation was less extensive than the dataset used in these
studies, the research still possessed enough academic relevance to be published by one of the leading organizations in
the field of biometrics.[6, 7]
This study did not include further experiments to substantiate the performance results, as the expressed intention of the
research was not to produce a more sophisticated speaker
verification system. Although the performance figures were
an important aspect of the research, they were not central to
the arguments made in this paper. The main contributions of
this study were to demonstrate that a subset of the features
extracted from a speech sample may be more efficient at
authenticating a particular individual, and that phonetic information can be measured more effectively using a single,
text-dependent passphrase.
The pressure to increase the speech database size is also a
fundamental motivation for evaluation standardization, as
the implementation of different speech databases could easily lead to the inflation of experimental results. The resulting state of the existing research related to the performance
of a speaker verification systems is an ecosystem of disparate architectures, which cannot be adequately compared
or contrasted against one another. This is a byproduct of the
various, non-standardized techniques used measure the performance of these systems and creates a marketplace open
to the potential misrepresentation of true biometric performance.
The reviewers of this study deliberately avoided the use of
large speech databases for the evaluation of speaker verification systems. This paper will argue that these collections will only serve to dilute the potential value of measurements made though “benchmark” testing. The granularity
of this research is compromised through the use of multiple passphrases, especially during the enrollment phase of
the authentication process. The ability to analyze phonetic
information is made more difficult and complex, not only
because this will increase the segmentation problem often
encountered, but because it will also make the comparison
between individual phonemes more cumbersome and potentially impossible. Without the ability to compare the performance of individual sound units, the simple choice of a
particular passphrase could artificially “boost” performance
2
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results and, consequently, lead to an inherent security threat.
This article advocates the use of a text-dependent phrase in
analyzing the performance of a speaker verification system.
Although text-dependent phrases are no longer used in commercial systems and could be considered outdated, the implementation of these concepts can address specific issues
related to the assessment of pure biometric performance and
can positively impact the validity and reliability of any study
or evaluation of these particular systems. The main contribution of this study is meant to illustrate a variety of testing techniques that can be used to efficiently analyze the
performance of a speaker verification system, while limiting exposure to potential experimental flaws and permitting
the measurement of true voiceprint biometric performance.
This is achieved through the use of a common phrase to allow for the testing and evaluation of existing speaker verification systems in a controlled and repeatable manner.[7]
Similar highly-controlled experiments providing insight on
the pure performance achievable by biometric systems were
conducted by Maxion in 2011, and this paper argues that
it is novel and meaningful to introduce and explore these
concepts within the field of speaker verification. While
a specially-designed phrase, “My name is”, is a textdependent phrase used in this research, the purpose of the
study is to provide a framework or specific methodology
that can be used to evaluate an existing speaker verification system. The text-dependent phrase can also be used
for efficient imposter testing, which is one main advantage
that Maxion also realized in his keystroke biometrics studies that serve as a precedent to the research contained in this
paper. This is one of the clear benefits of a methodology relying on text-dependent phrases, considering other enrolled
users samples can be easily used as potential imposters for
testing purposes.[7]
A variety of researchers continue to find applications for
text-dependent phrases, regardless of a lack of interest in
these concepts as related to current or future commercial
offerings. Applications, like those described by Gu and
Thomas, which evaluate or “benchmark” speaker verification systems, use text-dependent phrases regularly to accomplish their testing goals.[8] This study compared two
different text-dependent phrases during imposter testing,
while use of the exact phrase spoken by a different user was
a unique approach explored only in the research presented
later in this article. This paper advocates a more standardized approach to auditing these systems be outlined, as this
will allow for the comparison of commercial systems in a
manner that would be transparent and reliable.
At this time, the only reliable measurement of biometric performance related to speaker verification systems
would be the third party evaluations conducted by independent researchers or the proprietary/real-world measurements, which may be insufficient at providing performance
details that can be compared to other systems in the comISSN 1927-6974
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mercial arena.[3, 9] These evaluation methods are similar to
those included in this paper, but are presented in a clear and
highly repeatable manner in the study included in this research.
Current evaluation methodologies lack standardization and
could lead to experimental flaws that compromise the integrity of performance testing. Furthermore, the architecture and processes used to evaluated speaker verification
systems are much more clearly defined then the testing
methodology itself. Phonetic information can be extracted
in a variety of methods using a collection of feature vectors, much like Reynolds illustrated in 1995 and Shriberg,
et al. demonstrated in 2005.[10, 11] Studies like Kato and
Shimizu’s research on balancing phonemes can be paired
with existing evaluations techniques and system architectures to streamline the enrollment and verification process as
described by Wagner, et al. by using text-dependent phrases
to create a powerful and reusable testing methodology.[9, 12]
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voiceprint system, section 4 describes the system developed
for this study, section 5 presents the experiments performed
and the results obtained, and the final section draws conclusions.

2
2.1

Commercial
speaker
(voiceprint) systems

verification

Testing methods

Known testing methodologies remain mostly based on proprietary evaluations, which are not made public to potential consumers. A variety of academic studies also use nonstandardized processes and procedures to evaluate speaker
verification systems, which leads to an inability to compare
and contrast performace between competitive offerings. By
standardizing a testing framework, it would be possible to
isolate factors that lead to the possibility of “boosting” performance metrics, through passphrase selection and system
Additionally, concepts like phoneme classes are explored by tuning to a particular user set. These techniques, while
Hebert and Heck and could also be implemented in parallel not always applied maliciously, can lead to enhanced reto a text-dependent evaluation methodology.[7] This study sults that could not be used to accurately measure the true
focuses primarily on phonetic research, in addition to com- performance of a speaker verification system. Therefore,
mon algorithms which evaluate the fundamental frequency the standardization of this process would help provide enof a particular word or phrase spoken by a user. Consider- hanced security throughout the consumer base for this teching a majority of the existing research in the field of speaker nology, which we have already illustrated to be reasonable
verification tends to explore the potential of phoneme re- widespread.
lated information, the paper intends on exploring the potential feature combinations to extract during a system evalua- A main source of performance information for the comtion, while providing a very specific evaluation process that mercial systems is through third party studies like those
ensures the pure biometric performance is accurately cap- conducted by Wagner, et al. in their 2006 study that included Nuance, Scansoft SpeechWorks Speaker Verification
tured in a consistent manner.
SDK pro 3.0, and the Persay VocalPassword Build 5.0.5.0.
This research could make an immediate impact throughout The samples used in this study were collected over several
the field of speaker verification, as the commercial software months in 3 different data collection sessions. Each parprovided by the industry’s leading companies is already ticipant provided multiple samples, all used to increase the
used in a variety of client applications.[14–20] For exam- potential value of the enrollment process, and not that of the
ple, Nuance provides clients in financial services and other authentication algorithms themselves.[9] The premise of this
industries with voiceprint verification during live customer paper challenges these results, as the methodology presents
service calls. The American Safety Council’s iAM BioVali- a highly artificial testing scenario that could easily invalidate
ation product is also used in customer service authentica- the results as described throughout this study.
tion but has a stronger adoption rate in government agencies including a number of state departments of motor ve- Again, this paper identifies flaws in the current studies,
hicles. Smaller niche companies like Voicevault and Voice as they incorporate multiple samples from each individBiometrics Group offer extensible APIs for client integra- ual and use datasets containing potentially unrealistic numtion/customization and a wide variety of verification options bers of users. Additional studies were also conducted using
depending on client requirements, such as high-volume In- large, extensive databases of speech samples, like that of
teractive Voice Response (IVR) systems. The highly niche the RSR2015 collection, on a variety of commercial offercompany Authentify markets its solutions primarily for “out ings.[1] Through the use of over 300 samples and over 30
of band”, phone-based verification of web-initiated transac- phrases from user participant, this research is entirely susceptible to the same experimental flaws that were identified
tions.
previously in this study, specifically that the advanced trainThe remaining sections of the paper are as follows. Sec- ing of the system creates and artificial condition that allows
tion 2 presents an analysis of the passphrase types used in for inflated performance results.
commercial voiceprint systems, section 3 advocates the use
of a common phrase for analyzing the performance of a Further studies like those conducted by The University of
Edinburgh in 2001 also used a large dataset of over 700
Published by Sciedu Press
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speakers with each providing multiple samples throughout
the enrollment process.[5] Once again, this paper argues that
this will lead to the same experimental flaws that will lead to
highly artificial conditions that could lead to an inaccurate
understanding of the actual performance of a system. It was
a central concept of this study to avoid the use of extensive
collections of training information, in an effort to identify
the potential security flaws in systems, when proper processes are not implemented to avoid weak enrollment and
training methodologies.
The use of an extensive database, with multiple samples
from each subject, could lead to boosting and tuning of these
systems, which is the exact rationale for use of a simple limited set of data. The use of a limited set of participants and a
single text-dependent utterance is neither a weakness nor an
oversight of this paper, as other academic research has used
more realistic data sets to express the true biometric value
of a particular system, specifically in the arena of keystroke
biometrics.[14, 15]
A fundamental concern recognized during the research was
that the evaluation methodologies currently being explored
allow for the boosting of results by providing extensive and
unrealistic amounts of data. It is possible that the volume of
data collected or the number of users in these systems will
not be in the hundreds, but far less in number. Furthermore,
the collection of phrases used for training may be limited
in comparison to the study referenced in this article, which
leads to an even greater potential for inaccurate or inflated
results. The simplicity of this study is its inherent strength,
as it eliminates the potential tuning effect that these large
studies can create.
2.2

Passphrase types and selection criteria

The careful selection of a passphrase can allow for the incorporation of “boosting” techniques that will increase overall
system security by using passphrases, which tend to demonstrate higher level of lexical individuality. The research that
is included in the study will demonstrate the different types
of decomposition of the speaker sample to achieve different
results. This paper also advocates the use of a single phrase
with the intention is to limit experimental biased that could
be the result of phrase selection. A true measurement of the
biometric performance for a system would be achieved in
more controlled and realistic manner using the methodology suggested in this paper. As noted earlier, the usability
of a system cannot be impacted by elaborate enrollment or
verification process.
There are several types of passphrases used in commercial
voiceprint systems. Similar to a password, a passphrase is
the phrase spoken by the user to gain access to an application. In the companies surveyed, the passphrase types, in
vendor terminology, span two dimensions – active versus
passive and open versus closed:
4
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• Active-Open
• Active-Closed
• Passive
Active speech collection systems prompt the user for a specific passphrase, and vendors also refer to this method as
“text dependent” or “text prompted”. Passive speech collection systems allow the user to say anything, and vendors also
refer to this method as “text independent” or “free-form”.
In an active-open speech collection system the user is asked
to speak a passphrase defined by the system. In an activeclosed system the passphrase is determined by the user and
kept secret, although the system prompts the user to say their
passphrase. Allowing the user to select a secret passphrase
is similar to users selecting passwords to enter on a keyboard.
Passive speech collection systems allow client applications
to take passive speech – such as a conversation between a
caller and a customer service representative – and send as
much speech as practical (usually several minutes) to the
service platform to build a rich phonetic model. Other voice
authentication systems allow the user to select the speech
utterance to be input to the system, which is similar to users
selecting passwords to enter on a keyboard. The primary
speech utterance used in this study will be the same for
all users being authenticated, which is implemented specifically for the reasons that will be expanded on throughout
this section.
The most popular passphrase types are active-open and passive, with active-open currently dominating the speaker verification arena. The active-open approach prompts the user
for a different passphrase from session to session for enhanced security. The passphrases typically consist of numbers, dates, or other common words extensively analyzed
by the speech community over many years to improve automatic recognition over all users in speech dialogue applications.
As the technology has improved in recent years, however,
an increasing number of companies are becoming interested
in the potential usability of other passphrase types. Six companies that produce software in the space of speech recognition and speaker identification were surveyed: Nuance, Authentify, Persay VocalPassword Build 5.0.5.0, VoiceVault,
iAM BioValidation, and VoiceBiometrics Group. Table 1
shows five company’s referenced with specific passphrase
type support.
In the next several sections we will take a closer look at the
existing systems currently being used for speaker verification and authentication. Each section will present as much
material on the evaluation process used to reach the offered
biometric performance measurement. The ability of the researcher to gather this information was impeded by the inherent proprietary nature of these systems and primarily it
ISSN 1927-6974
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could not be obtained. This strengthens the argument made
in this paper, because this is the type of ambiguity in true
performance metrics that could translate into the selection
of an inferior system.
Table 1: Voice biometric company passphrase survey
Company
Nuance
Authentify
iAM BioValidation
VoiceVault
Voice Biometrics Group

2.3

Passphrase Type
Active Open
Passive
Active Open
Passive
Active Open
Active Open
Active Closed
Active Open
Passive

Nuance

Nuance had 23 million of the total 28 million voiceprints
worldwide as of the end of 2012. Nuance’s agent assisted
authentication software listens to a live user-agent conversation and provides the agent with a user-identity confirmation. The company TD Waterhouse employs Nuance and
uses an active-open passphrase: 10-digit phone number +
month-day date.[18]
Wagner et al. conducted a study in 2006 that included Nuance in their research.[9] As previously stated, the methodology used in this study would be subject to the same experimental flaws that the processes included is this research
helps eliminate in the evaluation process. This paper argues
that the published results, including those related to the nuance offering, cannot be trusted based on the highly artificial
testing environment and overly complex enrollment phases.
The evaluation techniques presented in this literature would
have an advantage over the previous research, as it take into
account flaws that have been identified in other biometric
disciplines.

2.4

Persay VocalPassword Build 5.0.5.0

Persay VocalPassword Build 5.0.5.0 is the commercial offering from the New York based Persay Company. The solution is currently used in applications such as mobile banking, social networks, payment services and membership
clubs, and it can utilize a variety of login ID and passphrase
combinations to tailor a unique authentication experience.
A variety of platforms currently offer support of this software including mobile platforms like iOS devices. It was
also a subject of the study conducted by Wagner, et al. in
2006, which this paper argues is subject to the experimental
flaws described in this research.[9]
Published by Sciedu Press
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Authentify

Authentify claims they are the worldwide leader in voice authentication through a phone to verify the identity of users
making web transactions.[15] With users from different cultures or having different accents or vocabulary comfort levels, numbers are usually the most accessible way to get consistent voice data. In this active-open model, verification is
performed against a randomly-generated phrase to reduce
chances of a fraudulent user able to match the generated
phrase. They also have a text-independent (passive) model.
A study in 2006 conducted by Elliot, et al. provided performance metrics for the Authentify product using a nonstandardized methodology for evaluation.[5] This results of
this article would suggest, after extensive academic research
consistent with the experimental results of this study, that
the measurements they achieved cannot be effectively copared against other research into competing products. The
inability to compare dissimilar evaluations nullifies the potential value of this research. The standardized methodology
recommended in this paper will attempt to resolve these issues by advocating the use of a single, text-dependent utterance for the evaluation of speaker verification systems.[6]

2.6

iAM BioValidation

iAM BioValiation is a product provided by the American
Safety Council (ASC), a market leader in engineering, authoring, and delivery of e-Learning training solutions. ASC
currently implements voice or keystroke biometrics for The
New York Department of Motor Vehicles, The New Jersey
Motor Vehicle Commission, The University of California
at San Diego, American Automobile Association, and The
Florida Department of Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles.[14] iAM BioValidation employs a text-directed speech
model (Active-Open). The system prompts for training and
authorization using randomized sets of numbers, such as the
sequence of two-digit numbers “57 96 95 93 97 77 54 45”,
spoken as “fifty seven, ninety six,· · · , forty five”.
Currently, there was no information related to the evaluation methodology used to determine the relevant performance measurements. This only further serves as rationale
to utilize the methodology proposed in this paper, as the
use of the process outlined in this article will not expose
proprietary elements of the system. It will, however, assist
in the evaluation of a particular system and help “benchmark” the individual performance in a comparable fashion
with other commercial or proprietary offerings in the marketplace. This is powerful aspect of this research, as each
individual system can follow the steps presented in this research to compare and contrast the potential performance,
in respect to the competing products on the market.
5
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to the service platform to build a rich phonetic model.[23]

VoiceVault is a smaller but more agile voice biometrics vendor that allows developers to implement their voice biometric engines on cloud-based enterprise and mobile platform
solutions.[19] VoiceVault specializes in text-dependent digit
and secret passphrase voice biometric solutions for identity
verification using small amounts of speech. VoiceVault provides “multi-factor identity authentication solutions that enhance the something you know (a PIN or password) with
something you are (your unique voice)”.[22]

The common identical-for-all-user passphrase, an activeopen type where the user is simply prompted to say the common passphrase, is rarely if ever used today because it can
be easily compromised by an attacker. Nevertheless, it is
ideal for experimental studies as explained in the next section.

The VoiceVault text dependent solution encompasses two
types of user experience – active-open and active-closed
passphrases. An example text-prompted passphrase is:
“seven four eight three”. At the time of this paper’s publication, it was not evident that performance information for
this offering was available. This only supports the articles
central argument, specifically, that a standardized evaluation methodology for use with disparate speaker evaluation
systems needs to be identified to make these studies worthwhile.

Choosing a passphrase type for an experimental study in the
speaker verification arena is not easy. It might be realistic to
use a variety of passphrases as in the commercial systems,
either an active-open approach where a different phrase is
used for each session or an active-closed approach where
each user chooses a secret passphrase. However, using a
common passphrase identical for all users is ideal for system testing purposes for the following reasons.

2.8

Voice Biometrics Group (VBG)

Voice Biometrics Group provides a custom solution for every client, featuring broad production support for both textdependent and text-independent techniques, and using multiple languages in multiple countries.[20] There are no specific preferences and they don’t favor one engine configuration over another. Their VMM-1 voice biometric decision engine has internal support for active and passive
passphrases and is fully configurable to support whatever
operating mode is best for their client applications. Their
active, text-prompted use cases tend to be favored in highvolume applications where it is desirable to keep things
quick and easy for end users, and keep IVR handle time low.
Again, performance information related to this offering did
not appear publically available at the time of this article’s
publication.
2.9

Analysis of passphrase types

The most popular passphrase types are active-open and passive, with active-open currently dominating. The activeopen approach prompts the user for a different passphrase
from session to session for enhanced security.
The
passphrases typically consist of numbers, dates, or other
common words extensively analyzed by the speech community over many years to improve automatic recognition over
all users in speech dialogue applications.
As the technology has improved in recent years, however,
an increasing number of companies are becoming interested
in passive speech collection. This approach allows client
applications to take passive speech – such as a conversation
between a caller and a customer service representative – and
send as much speech as practical (usually several minutes)
6

3

Common passphrase testing approach

A common passphrase greatly simplifies data collection and
biometric system evaluation. This approach facilitates testing for imposters since the speech samples obtained from
non-authentic users can be employed as “zero-effort” imposter samples. In contrast, multiple passphrases would require imposter samples for each passphrase and corresponding multiple system evaluations to obtain, for example, ROC
curves for each passphrase. It also simplifies segmenting the
passphrase utterance into its words, syllables, and individual
phonetic sound units for extraction of important authentication information-bearing features.
Segmenting one known utterance into its smaller linguistic
units is much easier than segmenting many unknown utterances into their smaller units. For example, segmenting the
utterance into its phonetic units provides feature measurements at the individual sound level which has been shown to
be more effective than global feature measurements alone.[8]
Additionally, the combination of using the same authentication utterance for all users, and one that consists of frequently used words that are easy to pronounce, avoids many
of the experimental flaws in measuring the performance of
biometric systems.[14] Finally, in contrast to the exaggerated performance figures touted by the vendors, the common passphrase approach also permits the measurement of
true voice authentication biometric performance.
Finally, it allows for the careful selection of the common
phrase to optimize the variety of phonetic units for their authentication value. The passphrase used in this study, “My
name is”, was designed to have a short duration of about
one second for fast authentication and to contain a reasonable variety of different sound types to characterize the individual users. This phrase contains seven phonetic units:
three nasal sounds, the two [m]’s and one [n]; three vowel
sounds, [aI], [eI], and [I]; and one fricative [z]. The nasal
and vowel sounds characterize the user’s nasal and vocal
ISSN 1927-6974
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•

tracts, respectively, and the fricative characterizes the user’s
teeth and front portion of the mouth.

4

Speaker verification system

The speaker verification system developed for this study
consists of speech signal processing, feature extraction, and
authentication classification.
4.1

Speech signal processing

This study employed the commonly used mel frequency
cepstral coefficients (MFCC).[24] The analog speech signal
was converted into digital form by sampling at 44,100 Hz
and passing the signal through a pre-emphasis (high pass)
filter to boost the energy in the high frequencies. The digital
time signal was then converted into a sequence of spectral
frames. This was performed using the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) operating on sequences of 1,024 digitized amplitude
measurements to obtain 23 msec windowed spectral frames
with hamming windows shifted by 10 msec.
The FFT frequencies were then warped onto the mel scale to
obtain 13 frequency bands modeling the frequency response
of the human hearing system, and finally the cepstral components of the windowed frames were computed.
For each utterance the system isolated the sequence of spectral frames corresponding to the phrase “My name is” by
identifying the endpoints – the starting point of the speech
from background noise and the high energy fricative [z] in
the word “is”.
The spectral frames corresponding to the seven phonetic
sounds in the phrase – [m], [aI], [n], [aI], [m], [I], [z] – were
automatically determined by using the dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm to align (warp) each phrase against
manually segmented phrases as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: “My name is” segmented into its seven sounds
4.2

Feature extraction

Features were extracted from the sequence of spectral
frames of the common authentication phrase, “My name is”.
There were a total of 227 feature measurements obtained
from the phrase – 29 at the phrase level, 9 at the word level
(also syllable level in this case since each of the three words
consisted of a syllable), and 189 at the individual sound
level. The 29 phrase-level features were:
Published by Sciedu Press
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mean energy in the 13 frequency bands (13)
energy variance in the 13 freq. bands (13)
total energy in the phrase (1)
length of the phrase in time samples (1)
leverage phrase fundamental frequency (F0) from the
three vowels (1)

The features obtained from the words (syllables) relate primarily to speech prosody. Prosody involves the intonation
and stress of speech, and the corresponding measurable features are energy and length for stress (emphasis), and fundamental frequency for intonation. The 9 word-level features
were:
• relative energy in the three words (3)
• relative length of the three words (3)
• relative F0 of vowels of the three words (3)
Note that the F0’s in the three vowels were chosen to represent the F0’s in the words because vowels dominate syllables and because obtaining accurate estimates of F0 in the
vowels was found to be easier than in the voiced consonants.
A total of 189 individual phonetic sound features were obtained, 27 from each of the seven sounds as follows:
• relative length of sound re phrase length (1)
• mean energy in each of the 13 freq bands (13)
• variance of energy in each freq band (13)
4.3

Authentication classification

The classification procedure is based on a vector-difference
authentication model which transforms a multi-class problem into a two-class problem. The resulting two classes
are within-person (“you are authenticated”) and betweenperson (“you are not authenticated”). As originally developed this dichotomy model is a strong inferential statistics
method found to be effective in large open biometric systems. A closed-system variation of this model was recently
developed and is used in this study to provide a detailed biometric performance analysis of the experimental results.[7]
In the simulated authentication process, a claimed user’s
speech sample requiring authentication is first converted
into a feature vector. The differences between this feature
vector and all the earlier-obtained enrollment feature vectors from this user are computed. The resulting query difference vectors are then classified as within-person (authentication) or between-person (non-authentication) by comparing them to the previously computed difference vectors for
the claimed user.
A k-nearest-neighbor algorithm with Euclidean distance is
used to classify the unknown difference vectors, with a reference set composed of the differences between all combinations of the claimed user’s enrolled vectors (withinperson) and the differences between the claimed user and
7
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every other user (between-person). Thus, differences of difference vectors are being calculated. A leave-one-out cross
fold validation (LOOCV) is used to obtain system performance. The LOOCV procedure simulates many true users
trying to get authenticated and many imposters trying to
get authenticated as other users. For n users each supplying m samples, m × n positive (one for each sample) and
m × n × (n − 1) negative (each sample versus the other
users) tests can be performed.

4.4

Biometric system performance analysis

5.2

2015, Vol. 4, No. 1

Experimental results

The primary experiments obtained performance as a function of the number of samples per user and the user population size (see Table 2). Because the participants of experiments A and B provided different numbers of samples (e.g.,
in experiment A some provided 5, some 10, and some 20),
the EER for experiments A and B were obtained by averaging the results of three runs of randomly chosen five and
ten samples per participant. As anticipated, performance increased (EER decreased) as the population decreased and
the number of training (enrollment) samples increased.
Table 2: Primary experimental results

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves characterize
the performance of a biometric system and show the tradeoff between the False Accept Rate (FAR) and the False Reject Rate (FRR). In this study, the ROC curves were obtained using a linear-weighted decision procedure of the k
nearest neighbors with k=21. Each neighbor is assigned a
weight, from k to 1, with the closest neighbor weighted by
k, the second by k − 1, · · · , and the farthest by 1. With k
fixed, another parameter, l, is varied from 0 to k(k + 1)/2,
resulting in 232 points on the ROC curve. At each point, the
query sample is accepted as within if the weighted sum is
greater than or equal to l and between otherwise. The error
rates are then calculated as F AR = F P/(F P + CN ) and
F RR = F N/(F N + CP ), where F P = # false positives,
F N = # false negatives, CP = # correct positives, and CN
= # correct negatives. The equal error rate (EER), where
F AR = F RR, is used as a single measure of performance.

Exp
A
B
C

Number of
Participants
33
27
22

Number of
Samples Each
5
10
20

EER(%)

Perf. (%)

1.82
0.74
0.16

98.18
99.26
99.84

Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for experiments A, B, and
C. Figures 3-5 show the histograms over the user population
of FRR, FAR of attack receivers, and FAR of attackers for
experiments A, B, and C, respectively. The histograms for
A and B are the cumulative result of all 3 runs in each case.
There were no significant goats (difficult to verify), lambs
(easy to imitate), or wolves (good attackers) for the participants in experiment C. However, among the participants of
experiment A and to a lesser extent experiment B, there are
indications of several goats, lambs, and wolves.

Because the mean population performance does not give the
complete picture of a biometric system, the varied performance over the population of users was analyzed and described using the animal designations of the biometric zoo:
sheep (easy to verify), goats (difficult to verify), lambs (easy
to imitate), and wolves (good at imitating).[25]
The Fisher scores of each of the feature measurements were
also computed to provide an independent measure of the
value of each feature. Because of the interdependencies of
the various features, however, the Fisher scores provide only
a rough indication of the feature values.

5
5.1

Experiments
Data collection

Using the built-in microphone on standard Dell laptop computers, voice samples were recorded in sets of five samples
per person per day with a minimum of two-day intervals
between recordings. Voice samples were obtained from 33
adult participants, 13 females and 20 males, ranging in age
from 19 to 34 (average 29). From these participants, 22 provided 20 samples each, 5 provided 10 samples each, and 6
provided 5 samples each.
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Figure 2: ROC curves for experiments A, B, and C
Each of the sub-experiments involved positive and negative
authentication tests – the number of positive tests = numberof-samples and the number of negative tests = number-ofISSN 1927-6974
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samples times (n-1). For example, for Experiment C, the
440 speech samples allowed for the evaluation of 440 positive and 9,240 (440 × 21) negative tests. The negative
tests were zero-effort imitations by other participants in the
database.
Further experiments were conducted to analyze the performance contributions of the various feature subsets. These
experiments were performed on the 22 participant data having the best performance and the most samples (Experiment
C). Table 3 shows the performance of the three feature subset types at the phrase level, word level, and sound level.
Drilling deeper into the sound-level features, Table 4 shows
the performance of the three sound-level feature subsets.

Figure 5: Experiment C: histograms of FRR (left), FAR of
attack receivers (middle), and FAR of attackers (right)
Table 3: Performance by feature set
Feature Level Set
Phrase
Word
Sound

Number Features
29
9
189

EER(%)
0.92
22.10
0.21

Table 4: Performance by feature set
Sound Features
Means
Variances
Lengths

Figure 3: Experiment A: histograms of FRR (left), FAR of
attack receivers (middle), and FAR of attackers (right)

Number Features
91
91
7

EER(%)
0.45
4.12
22.18

Another way of examining the contribution of a feature set
is by measuring the system performance of all the features
minus that set – that is, a subtractive rather than an additive method. Table 5 shows the performance of the various
phrase, word, and sound-level feature subsets relative to the
all-feature baseline.
As anticipated, the sound-level energy means were the highest contributing feature subset since the change was the
greatest when omitting them. Most interesting, however,
was the negative contribution change for the energy, length,
and F0 measurements at the phrase and word levels. This
means that these features added no discriminative value, in
fact a negative one, and were essentially contributing noise.
On analysis of the data from which these features were derived we found a number of outliers that were not handled
properly, but too late to correct the analysis for this paper.
Nevertheless, it is interesting that this method of system performance analysis discovered these errors.

Figure 4: Experiment B: histograms of FRR (left), FAR of
attack receivers (middle), and FAR of attackers (right)
Published by Sciedu Press

Omitting the poor features found above yielded an EER of
0.097% or 99.90% performance, which is a little better than
the 99.84% performance shown in Table 2. However, since
this increased performance was obtained by analyzing and
adjusting the results, it would need to be verified on new
9
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data.

6

The remaining experiments investigate ways of analyzing
the biometric value of individual features. The fisher scores
of the individual feature measurements and system performance (1-EER) on single features were obtained to provide
a rough estimate the value of single features, and these values on the top ten fisher scores are listed in Table 6, showing
reasonable correlation between the Fisher score and system
performance as anticipated.

This study developed a speaker verification system using
state-of-the-art speech signal processing, standard feature
extraction methods, and a unique backend classification system to achieve a performance of 99.8% on 22 participants.
The main contribution of the study, however, was to illustrate a variety of testing techniques that can be used to efficiently analyze the performance of a speaker verification
system, while limiting exposure to potential experimental
flaws and permitting the measurement of true biometric performance.

Table 5: Feature set contributions relative to baseline.
Negative contributions are highlighted.
Feature Subset via
Subtraction from
Baseline
All Features (Baseline)
All-Phrase energy means
(13)
All-Phrase energy
variances (13)
All-Phrase total energy
(1)
All-Phrase length (1)
All-Phrase average F0
(1)
All-Word relative
energies (3)
All-Word relative
lengths (3)
All-Word relative F0(3)
All-Sound relative
lengths (7)
All-Sound energy means
(91)
All-Sound energy
variances (91)

Number
Features

EER(%)

∆EER(%)

227

0.16

0.00

214

0.23

0.07

214

0.22

0.06

226

0.15

-0.01

226

0.15

-0.01

226

0.12

-0.04

224

0.16

0.00

224

0.14

-0.02

224

0.10

-0.06

220

0.22

0.06

136

0.91

0.75

136

0.23

0.07

Conclusions

Of the major feature sets – phrase, word, and sound level –
the sound level features appeared to provide the most discriminative value, then came the phrase-level and finally the
word-level features, but this order also corresponds to the
number of features in each of the sets.
The Fisher scores of the features indicated the following.
Since all of the top ten Fisher-score features involved frequency band mean energies, this verifies the importance of
the frequency band mean energies as shown above. Four
of the ten Fisher-score features involved frequency band 1
(supported by two of the top three system performances
among the ten), indicating that band 1 may contain more
biometric value than any of the other 12 bands, which makes
sense since the first cepstral band corresponds to overall energy. Three of the top ten (and the top two) involved phraselevel features. Of the seven individual sounds in the phrase
(three vowels: [aI], [eI], and [I]; three nasals: two [m]’s and
one [n]; and one fricative: [z]), the top ten Fisher-score features involved the fricative [z] twice, the vowels three times,
and a nasal once.
In future work the following greedy algorithm might be explored using the subtraction method of section 5.2 to eliminate poor features and obtain a near optimal subset of features:
Greedy Weak Feature Elimination Algorithm

Table 6: Top-ten Fisher-score features with corresponding
individual feature performance by the system. The top
three valued features by each of the two methods are
highlighted.
Fisher
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10

Feature Measurement
Phrase-Mean-Freq Band 5
Phrase-Mean-Freq Band 1
[n]-Mean-Freq Band 5
[i]-Mean-Freq Band 5
Phrase-Mean-Freq Band 9
[ai]-Mean-Freq Band 5
[z]-Mean-Freq Band 5
[ei]-Mean-Freq Band 5
[z]-Mean-Freq Band 1
[ai]-Mean-Freq Band 9

Fisher
Score
13.4
10.8
10.1
10.0
8.9
7.8
7.4
7.4
7.1
6.9

System
Perf.
64.7
62.2
59.0
61.1
58.3
59.0
60.7
59.3
61.4
55.8

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Calculate baseline EER for full set of n features
j=n
Calculate j EER’s leaving out each feature
Select the subset of j-1 features that yields the lowest EER value (greedy choice) of those lower than the
EER of the previous best set of features
(5) j = j - 1
(6) Go to step 2 and repeat until eliminating any single
feature does not decrease the EER
This algorithm should eliminate most of the noncontributing features from the original feature set. With the
number of features and data employed in this study, the running time of this algorithm was too long to be completed for
this paper submission. A variation of this algorithm – evaluate all subsets having a lower EER in step 4 – could produce
ISSN 1927-6974
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an even better final subset because more combinations could
be explored but with longer running time. Neither of these
algorithms is optimal because there could be a reduction in
EER by eliminating a pair, triplet, etc. of features at one
time rather than just one.
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